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Situation Analysis 

Sony Corporation is a Japan-based company mainly engaged 
in the manufacture and sale of electronic products.  

The company has seven business segments 
Sony Division Sony Product 

The Consumer Professional Device 
(CPD) 

Manufactures and sells televisions, cameras, audio videos, 
semiconductors, batteries, data recording systems and other 
industrial equipment 

The Network Products Service (NPS) Designs, develops, and sells game consoles, game software, 
personal computers (PCs), personal navigation systems and 
portable audio devices 

Movie  Produces movies and television programs. 

Music   Produces and sells music software and animation works 

Finance  Provides life and non-life insurance services, banking services 
and credit finance services 

Sony Mobile (Formerly  Ericsson)  Operates mobile phone business 

Additional segments Involved in the provision of Blu-ray discs, network services and 
advertising agency services 

Table One – Portfolio Analysis 

Corporate Vision Statement 
To create exciting new digital entertainment experiences for consumers by bringing together 
cutting-edge products with latest generation content and services. 
 
Corporate Mission Statement 
Sony is committed to developing a wide range of innovative products and multimedia 
services that challenge the way consumer’s access and enjoy digital entertainment. By 
ensuring synergy between businesses within the organisation, Sony is constantly striving to 
create exciting new worlds of entertainment that can be experienced on a variety of 
different products. 
 
Sony’s core competences lie in technology but not exclusively as demonstrated in table 1. 
Therefore having an order of priority of products and manufacturing is essential to the new 
master plan going forward and then to completely understand how the internal divisions of 
Sony globally can robustly support these primary growth objectives and where to gain global 
competitive advantages and by what processes. 
The divisional priorities starting with the highest are:  

1 Sony Mobile 
2 The Network Products Service (NPS) 
3 The Consumer Professional Device (CPD) 
4 Movie 
5 Music 
6 Finance 
7 Additional Segments 
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Sony Corporation arguably faces the most significant set of organisation challenges ahead in 
its corporate history with the current economic conditions and the highly ambitious 
competitors in technology and content markets. With more and more digital global 
consumers, highly saturated and fiercely competitive markets and the impact of the 
internet/digital platforms affecting Sony Corp’s global performance, there are few robust 
signals that the lucrative commercial provinces (territories) will be providing multiple 
sustainable revenue streams. 

With a 17 per cent drop in sales and a $2billion loss (2011), impacts of natural disasters, a 
fire in Sony’s main warehouse (London), a rising Yen, a resolutely unprofitable TV business 
and concerns still over gaming hackers that threaten the commercial performance, Sony 
have still managed to retain a strong brand globally and remain a high profile pedigree 
household name and with the new appointment of CEO Kazuo Hirai, Sony has all to play for 
globally. 

In order for new commercial strategies to become highly effective, Sony will have to have to 
gain a deeper and more systematic understanding of what the exact internal resources and 
functions are and how best to fully integrate them? The requirement to success will then 
need to focus on how can each division utilise and support each other’s function to gain the 
most superior competitive advantage. 

This global role of technology and content must integrate together but also have a clear 
means of understanding the actual business functions and the profitability respectively of 
these key divisions.  

Sony mobile phone, Sony tablets, Sony TV’s should be featuring in Sony Pictures, Sony Music 
and on Sony Blu-Ray’s product ranges and in reverse the media companies should see key 
benefits to help Sony Corporation execute mobile and tablet (technology) platforms to key 
young and affluent consumers who will adopt new technologies through a highly trusted 
brand and its popular brand extensions (e.g Michael Jackson & Johnny Depp).  

This type of integration is highly cost effective, time efficient and for the first time Sony 
would be able to integrate concise global messages of their launch products to far greater 
numbers of customers all at the same launch time. This would close critical gaps to 
competing and would increase revenue across all divisions and help implement the 
prioritised strategies. A superior trusted brand will secure brand loyalty and long term sales 
to re-invest into future technologies. 

Financial Projections in section 3, Revenues 
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Convergence (C) 
(Uniting Technology and Media divisions) 
 
It is critical that convergence is achieved so that global customers fully 
understand the ‘value’ of all that Sony has to offer, from electronics to 
entertainment. 

Sony is a conglomerate that has access to a wide range of superior products unlike many of 
its competitors. The first challenge will be for the corporation to effectively align the global  
internal environments and ensure employees and all departments secure vital 
communications, link business and marketing plans, share quality research and demonstrate 
leadership and quality management throughout the corporation in order to produce the 
most coherent, competent and prolific Sony family in its history to date.  

It will be crucial to fully consider joining all of the key elements of the business globally that 
work together, financial, technical, human resources, new product development, inbound 
and outbound logistics, operations and deployment to enable to company to close gaps on 
key competitors and overtake them. 

Sony has one of the best corporate toolkits on the planet, it produces hardware and 
software, has music, blu-ray and movie divisions that can help fully integrate tablets, 
mobiles and gaming into substantial customer databases through its existing media 
customers. Aligning the internal divisions to be much more aggressively focused within key 
sectors will allow Sony to respond faster, more accurately, react more effectively, secure 
sales and become the market leader. This process is also highly cost effective due to the 
existing vast network and databases (both company and customers). 

Competitors including Samsung, Apple, Universal, Disney have competitive advantages 
because they have already started to ‘join up the dots’ (see appendix four) meaning that 
their processes, systems and structure have more clarity, practicality, accountability and 
they have a deeper and systematic understanding of potential impacts. Competitors are 
therefore able to predict and respond to emerging technology and trends at a lightening 
pace and this is what Sony will need to be able to achieve better than the competition.  

The digital world has become a grand prix race to innovate and virulently demonstrates 
through products and services that the being the first to innovate and take ownership of the 
obsessive pole position that helps build consumer credibility/trust. The future of product 
development and diversification is of obscene fascination to consumers and businesses will 
only grow in depth and size. Responding to the challenges with correct commercial 
techniques will be discussed in section two (Perseverance, Internal)    

Apple has demonstrated that vision is incredible but the lack of superior product testing has 
cost them a few commercial embarrassments. Without the former CEO at the helm (who 
arguably was the ‘Apple glue’ due to the lack of product testing) will consumer confidence 
stay with Apple or will it decline when the market testing process fails again? Sony must 
continue to aim higher in cutting edge leadership and vision but participate with robust 
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testing to win consumer confidence through ultimate quality (utilise customer base and 
networks). 

Consideration must also be given to changing populations, market preferences and market 
suitability per territory to ensure that commercial leadership can be sustainable and achieve 
high sales, support innovation, design investment (hardware and software) and research 
and development. Each territory should have effective response strategies that monitor 
market and consumer changes and then reliably feedback fast to Sony Corporation in order 
to respond and thus lead the way. 

For Example: Markets in the western world may require different approaches to technology 
adoption as opposed to Asian markets. Where leading innovators have copied their existing 
ranges and ‘Appleised’ their products to: 

a)  Design more appealing 
b) Simplify colour and design schemes to attract customers 
c) Improve user experience (Simplify = faster, more relevant software/usability)  
 
The impacts of doing this would enable Sony to close market gaps, grow new and higher 
market share and capture vital revenue streams to produce higher profits that meet the set 
targets of the corporation.  
 
Understanding key information from markets and customers via a ‘Customer Relationship 
Management’ (CRM) system will allow Sony to be more effective at understanding their 
entire product portfolios, their lifecycles and provide intelligence to new product 
development options and achieve further integration across all seven divisions. 

This type of information collection is critical in understanding Sony customers and their 
purchasing behaviour. It is cost effective as much of this process can be done within central 
teams and keep private consumer data for key customer groups/stakeholders that will 
supply Sony with superior competitive advantages with details about their product 
portfolios globally.   

 

Building Brand Sony 

Appendix three identifies from research by Twitter in Q4 2011 that demonstrates that the 
highest percentages of consumers only follow between 1 and 5 brands as a maximum and 
also that 66% of brand followers follow because followers desire discounts and 48% to 
participate in contests. The value to Sony here then: 

 Do the current company strategies match that of a discount or value proposition to 
engage customer satisfaction?  

 Does Sony have enough content or relevant applications/software that can fully 
engage these large digital consumer groups through their tablets, mobiles and 
gaming?  

Integrated technology and content is king to long term commercial success. 
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Perseverance (P) 
(Internal)  
 
Mr Hirai and his team will make the software and the hardware components of the business 
‘completely integrated’ – to get the killer products back (Source: The Telegraph: (2nd 
February, 2012)  

Auditing & Assessing:  

Reviewing Market Testing Process (SMART Definition is Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Realistic, Timely) 

SMART Share gives considerations to improve Sony’s internal performance: Does Sony have 
a key performance indication as to how effective the current and re-unite future product 
ranges are globally and what are the likely future market changes or customer 
requirements, what are these costs and impacts? 

 Is Sony able to reach a swift commercial decision that allows product 
adaptation/diversification across the various product ranges? What are the costs and 
impacts? 

 Does Sony have processes to identify and close gaps? How often is this type of radar 
scanning, competitor audit and assessment being done and by whom and at what 
internal cost? Do all divisions understand the role of the global picture and what 
steps can be taken to reforming any corporate silo’s? 

 How are effective are internal communications/plans and how can Sony improve 
their effectiveness. What are the costs and impacts? 

 What are the risks to vulnerable parts of the business and what could be comprised 
and the impacts to not knowing key intelligence? 

 What is the future market growth potential if successful and what are the financial 
projections and forecasts?  

 
Reviewing Marketing Research Process 

 

Problem Identification 
Research 

Market Potential 

Market Share 

Image Research 

Market Characteristics 

Sales Analysis 

Forecasting Research 

Business Trends 

Problem Solving 
Research 

Segmentation Research 

Product Research 

Pricing Research 

Promotion Research 

Distribution Research 
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Diagram One – Reviewing Marketing Research Process  

‘External’ Competitive Intelligence will be a crucial consideration for Sony, organisations 
such as Nielsen/Keynote can help Sony close gaps with highly relevant knowledge and 
understanding in finite detail their consumer’s needs, wants and accurately anticipate 
trends which will translate into developing elements of Sony Technology and secure profits. 

Critical success factors from linking and integrating internal and external competitive 
intelligence/information are: 

 Optimisation, Customer Value/Satisfaction/Interaction (B2C & B2B) with design 

 Optimisation, Customer Value/Satisfaction/Interaction (B2C & B2B) with 
functionality  

 Optimisation, Customer Value/Satisfaction/Interaction (B2C & B2B) with capability 

 Optimisation, Customer Value/Satisfaction/Interaction (B2C & B2B) with Scalability 

 Corporate Opportunities and Potential Revenue streams (New and existing)  

(Television, Gaming, Mobile, Music, Pictures, Hardware & Software) 

 

Sony Technology 

Some excellent work is being made in the rebranding Sony’s own mobile products away 
from the previous venture with Ericsson. This brand separation is to provide Sony the ability 
to re-build a mobile market and possibly produce a leading smart phone that gains high 
consumer interest and secures purchase. It is important to note the size and opportunity of 
the mobile market as the S2 mobile phone became a flagship product which led the 
telecommunications division to account for 37.8% of total revenue and 49% of the profit. 

 

 

Diagram Two - Mobile, Telecomms market and Smartphone projections   

Removing Samsung and Ericsson from the commercial partnership depicts that Sony have a 
brave and confident strategy to strive ahead on their own. This is a strong indicator to the 
global markets that Sony wants to aggressively close any existing gaps and regain high 
market share and long term revenues from the mobile division. This also demonstrates the 
internal strength of the technical competences and the intention to increase the systems 
and structures (building global bridges) and integrate the global company (joining up the 
dots). 

 

S2 Mobile 
Market Share 
37.8 % 

Rest of 
Telecomms 
Market Share 
62.2% 

Worldwide Smartphone 
Market Expected to Grow 
55% in 2011 and Approach 
Shipments of One Billion in 

2015  
 

(Source: International Data Corporation (IDC) 2011 
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Sony Entertainment Network are currently positioning themselves to implement a “Four 
Screen Strategy” 

 Laptops 

 Mobile phones 

 Televisions  

 Tablets  

This type of integration will allow Sony to use exclusive and non-exclusive content (from 
own divisions, Sony Pictures, Sony Music) through the various interfaces to build a secure 
distribution channel for Sony consumers. This is a smart strategy and comparable to some 
global businesses that are frantically securing distribution channels to secure sales revenues 
and then bolt on a long term profitability model on top (premium pricing). 

Sony have had a lot of success with their own television shows in Japan and it is essential to 
understand why this is the case and what characteristics can be learned from their 
successes to understand if there are any options to replicate formats globally? ‘Joining up 
the dots’ (appendix four) then is absolutely essential in order to achieve Sony best practices 
and then increase cost effectiveness for the corporation and implement any current formats 
that have commonality and scalability suitable for alternative territories.  

 

Corporate Risk Assessments (Considerations) 

1) Natural disasters have affected the core performance of Sony. What work is being done 
post-crisis to understand how Sony can react better if another natural disaster strikes? Can 
Sony source components from an alternative supplier that is less affected by a natural 
disaster or can the manufacturer open new safer plants to reduce risk? 

2) Product suitability. It is critical for key teams responsible to have a comprehensive 
understanding about what core products Sony is developing for the future across the entire 
corporation. An analysis will then need to be made to see if these fully meet the needs of 
functionality, price and design to consumers ‘Business to Customer (B2C) and Business to 
Business (B2B). 

Competitive advantage is currently gained by competitors by examining what defined 
processes (nationally and globally) are appropriate and why? If Sony is 100% informed, the 
corporation will likely meet the financial targets. 

3) Financial. Is Sony able to return to an exceptional profit and is this sustainable to support 
research, development and innovation? Can Sony increase its return on investments 
efficiently and effectively? Does the financial infrastructure fully join the divisional value 
chains, future investments, innovation, creativity and corporate acquisitions? 
Considerations will need to be given to the current economical crisis, ethical and ‘green’ 
environmental concerns to support the growing company and link to managing the 
corporate reputation. 

4) Managing the Corporate Reputation. Does Sony have a pre or post crisis plan to protect 
the Sony reputation? Example – Facebook employed hackers who threatened the 
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commercial reputation. This is a strategic option that could help ring fence future digital 
breaches across the Playstation formats and Sony gaming industry.  

5) Telecommunication Channels. Consider a strategic alliance with the major global mobile 
operators to ensure best practices and reduce risk of business premium fees as physical 
formats diminish and the broadband width becomes a 100% commercial requirement. One 
strategic option could be to consider purchasing one entirely and then charge other 
businesses to use the bandwidth to increase sales. 

 

Sony Music 

Reducing piracy is essential to reduce income lost until the new Digital Economy Act 2010 
comes into effect. Even then it can be argued that this will still happen and that enforcing 
the law will be a slow process effective the media industries revenue streams. Sony Music 
also needs to improve its musical content (acts, singles, albums and live performances) in 
order to close the gap towards Universal Music who executes more effectively than Sony 
(Option 2), (See Table Four p15, commercial analysis) 

Strategic Options: 

One - Sony needs to restrict consumers who illegally download content from uploaded HD 
video content from Sony artists through online websites such as you tube and the ripping 
tool (youtubemp3.com). Upload half of the actual video and upload a full version 
(unplugged/live) so fans can still embrace the up and coming release. 

Two – Improve content of acts, music singles, albums and performances. Strong financials 
are available to Sony if they are able to do this (see appendix two: How to make music for a 
global audience), (See Table Four p15, commercial analysis) 

This option particularly relates to Sony music UK who has two strong TV broadcast platforms 
globally, X Factor and Britain’s Got Talent. The quality of most acts is not able to cross over 
into global markets (particularly in USA). The entry process into broadcast competitions is 
not represented by enough quality music executives having ‘first base’ control at auditions. 
Improving these processes will in no doubt improve talent, improve overall content (music, 
TV, touring and merchandise) to achieve higher market share, higher profits (See Table Four 
p15, commercial analysis) 

Three - Managing Sony employees and key stakeholders to work together on a strategic 
framework called a ‘Creative Brand Strategy’ per artist category to ensure that music  
project management is appropriate, timely, cost effective and is able to return strong 
financials to Sony Music (musical benchmarking). Providing thought leadership and reaffirm 
the value propositions of Sony in both ‘electronics and entertainment markets.  

Four – Create long term alliances that allow both Sony Music and Sony Pictures to co-create 
content that is specific to one company or a dual strategy to improve sales and market 
shares across media projects. Scheduling plans to Sony Corporation to add ‘value 
proposition’ to products via exclusive content (territory specific) that can feature across 
divisions for release date on mobiles, tables and gaming (utilise vast and unique databases) 
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Five – Expand Sony Music into larger stadium events through broadcast formats (I.E 
televised X factor finals at 80,000 seated stadiums and incorporate the highest profile Sony 
artists into enormous live entertainment platforms and stream exclusively through the Sony 
electronic infrastructures (mobile, tablets, TV).   

Six – Music to support an ageing population who are technology deficient (Office of National 
Statistics) identifies in the UK for example, in the year 2020, 50% of UK population will be 
over 50 years of age and providing 48% UK GDP. Strategic recommendation will be to design 
bespoke Sony products to ‘suit’ this emerging affluent consumer group to demonstrate 
strong corporate innovation and capture new revenues streams from an affluent market. 

 

Sony Pictures 

Many elements of the six options previously identified in the Sony Music analysis can be 
applied and scaled to the Sony Pictures division. Additional and in summary: 

 Ensure that all staff produces the best content and that is practical for multiple 
markets to increase sales and justify expensive and investment.  

 Support the legal process to enforce the Digital Economies Act 2010 to reduce 
piracy.  

 Have a more effective market analysis/assessment process of global content markets 
(books, news, films and life events) to find out what commercial opportunities exist 
to gain competitive advantages.  

 Produce exclusive mobile and tablet content and Incorporate product placement of 
new Sony products and integrate cross divisional activities (Mobile, Tablets, Gaming 
Movies and Sony Music) to create new channels through existing databases in order 
to gain consumers to purchase 

 

Diagram Three – Internal two way process for successful integration 

 

Sony Driver: 
Innovation & 

Difference into all 
divisions 

Sony 
Homogenisation of 
Content to support 

technology 
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Perseverance (P) 
(External)  
 

 Key Issues Impacts 

1 Video games sell more than music or film, 
strong growth will continue and be of more 
commercial importance, but the hardware 
itself is unlikely to become more profitable 

Have excellent gaming content in to capture 
the growth of gaming. Find innovative ways 
to make use of existing hardware including 
music, movie and technology 

2 Digital cameras, music players, media players 
and handheld gaming as areas that are set to 
struggle with competition from mobile phones 

Cameras, players and handheld games will 
likely be integrated into just once mobile 
device. Finding other values (specialist 
versions) will extend lifecycles (Digital Apps) 

3 Joint ventures (JV’s) (limit costs) Content 
Partners (CP’s) (New Customer Groups) 

Poor global economic conditions will restrict 
revenues. Solution = JV’s/ alliances to build 
profits, market share & global databases  

4 Emerging markets (Brazil, Russia, India & 
China) that do not need traditional 
infrastructures (I.e. British Telecom) that has a 
dominant UK infrastructure 
 

Responsive and aware that emerging 
markets (BRIC) will engage mobile 
technology first due to satellites and 
technology advancements.  

5 Brand ambassadors to replicating the brand 
more successfully 
 
 

Sign specific territory appropriate Brand 
Ambassadors to represent Sony Products. 
This will help integration of all new 
technologies (use Sony high profile 
executives, music and movie stars) 

6 Scalability and Governance Once the correct systems, structure and 
processes are in place, full scalability can be 
achieved. Robust internal division designs 
ensure Sony can comply with governance 
issues effectively 

7 Global Resources Value Chains, particularly Technology and 
content to improve their effectiveness to 
respond to global consumers needs/ wants 

8 Reign Supreme 
 

Build the best Sony family globally through 
new and emerging employees so that Sony 
Corporation can become the most 
competitive and profitable market leader 
 

Table Two – Key Issues to Sony Corporation 
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Revenue (R) 
Table 3 demonstrates a detailed cross section (financial information) of key competitor’s 
entertainment businesses.  

Company 
Name 

Org. Type Last 
Price 
Close 

Current 
PE 
Ratio 

EPS 
Actual 

Shares 
Outstan
ding 

Current 
Sale 
USD 

Current 
Net 
Income 
USD 

Current 
EBITDA 
USD 

Current 
EBIT 
USD 

Current 
Market 
Cap 
USD 

Current 
Total 
Assests 
USD 

Current 
Total 
Liablilitie
s USD 

SONY MUSIC 
ENT UK LTD 

Private  n/a n/a n/a n/a 385.24 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Cinram 
International 
Income Fund 

Public 0.03 0.15 0.24 55.27 1151.6 n/a 122.6 49.76 1.96 n/a 644.85 

GMM Grammy 
Public 
Company 
Limited 

Public 0.63 18.38 0.03 530.26 282.28 n/a 42.91 28.62 310.08 n/a 124.4 

MUSHROOM 
RECORDS 
PTY LTD 

Private n/a n/a n/a n/a 1501 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Esperia S.p.A. Private n/a n/a n/a n/a 216.17 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

ODS Optical 
Disc Service, 
GmbH. 

Private n/a n/a n/a n/a 232.75 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

UNIVERSAL 
MUSIC 
OPERATIONS 
LTD 

Private n/a n/a n/a n/a 432.31 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

CAPITOL-EMI 
MUSIC, INC 

Private n/a n/a n/a n/a 268 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

TWENTYTH 
CENTURY 
FOX HOME 
ENTERTAINM
ENT JAPAN 
K.K. 

Private n/a n/a n/a n/a 214.83 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Peer Weight   5% 1% 88% 9% 25% n/a 74% 63% 1% n/a 84% 

Peer 
Aggregate 

 0.66 18.53 0.27 585.54 4684.3 n/a 165.5 78.38 312.04 n/a 769.25 

Peer Mean   0.33 9.26 0.14 292.77 520.47 n/a 82.75 39.19 156.02 n/a 384.62 

Peer Median  0.33 9.26 0.14 292.77 282.28 n/a 82.75 39.19 156.02 n/a 384.62 

Peer Std Dev   0.14 4.3 0.05 111.96 444.12 n/a 18.78 4.98 72.63 n/a 122.67 

Table 3 Financial competitor analysis  

A financial snapshot of table 3 identifies that there are 3 competitors that produce higher 
revenue than Sony Music, they are: 

 Mushroom Records PTY LTD Sales US $1501 

 Cinram International Sales US $1151.6 

 Universal Music Operations Sales US $432.31 
 

 Sony Music Entertainment Sales (UK) US $385.24 
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Mushroom is Australia’s largest independent entertainment group and leading. They are 
focusing a significant part of their business operations and strategy to financing creativity 
and innovation to drive high repeat sales and gain/retain superior national exposure. This 
business model is reminiscent of the traditional music model before the digital era began to 
affect music sales through downloading.  Mushroom has a turnover 3.986 times larger than 
Sony Music UK (Table three p13) 

Cinram are 40 year old specialist in home entertainment, telecommunications and retail and 
help companies develop effective and efficient supply chain solutions that add exciting 
‘value’ to their bottom line. Their specific area relates to movies, music, video games, audio 
books and wireless phones. Cinram’s specific remit is improve and provide effective 
solutions to manufacturing, packaging, distribution and planning. 

Universal Music Group is the current market leader out of the largest major record 
companies and has significant advantages through large financial support and turnover of 
sales through a stronger system and structure. This is due to its ability to secure strong 
artists, songs, singles and the primary talent is the US market. 

 

Regaining Revenues (Internal Focus) 

Closing the gaps on such market leading companies and drawing from their professional 
examples of successful revenues streams, leadership, planning and communications as 
reflected earlier into this report will enable Sony to work towards a strategic checklist to 
meet set aims and objectives. 

 Consistent investment into Innovation & Creativity 

 Providing efficient supply chain solutions globally 

 Add exciting ‘value’ to increase bottom line (Innovation, R&D, Technology) 

 Stronger systems, Processes & Structures (globally coherent) 

 Strong content, movies, music artists, songs, singles and albums 

 Provide effective solutions to manufacturing, packaging, distribution and planning 

 Restricting piracy (Software, Movies and Music)  

 Restricting the year on year revenue loss (New process and restricting piracy) 

 Joint ventures where appropriate to limit costs 

 Re-grow dominant market share 

 Gain long term organisational sustainability 

Appendix one identifies how to robustly improve sales income through the implementation 
of a concise segmentation, targeting and positioning framework for media industries. In 
particular to reunite companies that produce entertainment related content (internal 
providers) such as Sony Music. The framework provides a ‘project brief/creative brand 
strategy’ than can be assigned to artists, movies or even tablet/mobile devices. 

Appendix One literally defines that purchasing media consumers can be put into four key 
customer groups and it is from here that organisations can really start to build long term 
strategies and then design effective segmentation, targeting and positioning options to 
capture sales. Only by fully understanding how to apply this model to specific markets (may 
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require supporting employees to implement concepts and frameworks effectively) will Sony 
be able build integration, achieve higher sales, market share and become a market leader. 

UK Syco/Sony 
Artist 

Element 
– 
Album 

Region Certificat Sales/Shipments 
(Units) 

Current 
Revenue 
(Price 
£7.99 per 
item) 

Sales 
Forecast 
% 

Forecast 
Sales/Shipments 
(Units) 

Revenue 
Forecast 
Generation 

Projected Revenue 

Rebecca 
Ferguson 

Heaven UK Platinum 300,000 £2,397,000 20% 
Increase 

60,000 £479,400 £2,876,400 

One Direction Up All 
Night 

UK Platinum 468,000 £3,739,320 10% 
Increase 

46,800 £373,932 £4,113,252 

Matt Cardle Letters UK Platinum 300,000 £2,397,000 30% 
Increase 

90,000 £719,100 £3,116,100 

Cher Lloyd Sticks & 
Stones 

UK Gold 

 

180,223 @£5 £901,165 
@£5 

100% 
Increase 
@ £7.99 

180,233 £1,978.798 

 

£2,879,963 

Jai McDowall Tba UK Platinum 400,000 £3,196,000 Projected Projected Projected £3,196,000 

 2011 Gross 
Sales 

Gross 
Revenue 

Gross 
Forecast 

Gross Forecast 
Sales/Shipments 

(Units) 

Total 
Revenue 

Generation 

Gross Revenue 
Forecast 

1,248,233 £9,434,484 160% 377033 £3,551,230 £12,985,715 

Table Four - Commercial Analysis – Album Only (Data December 2011, BPI)  
 

Applying the Appendix One module to a sample of four acts within Sony Music UK’s roster, I 
forecast for commercial growth that sales would increase to UK £3.551.230 gross, should 
the process be carried out effectively.  The process doesn’t only provide a robust spine 
(strategy) for creative employees to work towards but it implicitly provides an 
organisational with employees that are 100% 

 Accountable 

 Responsible 

 Commercially Capable  

This is exceptionally helpful when closing market gaps and identifying key strengths and 
weaknesses allowing Sony to re-organise its internal competences to be at the highest 
possible professional and commercial acumen to drive new revenues and strong sales. 

With a projected average increase across 4 albums the gross sales increase is predicted to 
be £887,807.50. Considering what key Sony employees have indicated with regards Sony’s 
poor content from USA Epic President L.A.Reid, rebuilding consumer trust to purchase full 
albums through the review process will engage yet stronger long term sales. If Appendix one 
is implemented globally then the sales forecast will be considerably larger and based on 100 
acts, there would be a commercial gain of £88M in revenue (gross). 

 

 SONY MUSIC ALBUM SALES GROSS SALES INCREASE £ UK PERCENTAGE INCREASE 

4 ALBUMS  £3,551,230 1.45 % 

50 ALBUMS £44,390,375 8.14 % 

100 ALBUMS £88,780,750 36.28 % 

200 ALBUMS £177, 561,500 72.56 % 

Sony Music Entertainment Sales (UK) US $385.24 
Exchange Rate Ratio of 1.57 = UK £244.7 

Table Five - Forecast for Sony Music Gross Increases UK £’s and % 
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This model can be applied to Sony Pictures and also to CPD & NPS divisions. The customer 
groups within the model will change per industry sector but the magic formula will be the 
same. Providing a strategy per consumer segment will allow targeting and implementing to 
be highly efficient with less risk thus saving costs. 

Replication/Scalability Example - Components to Sony Tablet Markets 

Children 6yrs  - 13yrs 
 
 

Teenagers (Mature Students) 13yrs – 18yrs & 
18yrs – 35yrs 

Contemporary (Parental markets, mums & 
dads) 

 
 

Core Audience/Enthusiasts/B2B  18yrs – 25yrs 

   Table 6 Adapted from Four Components to Pop Music Markets; Tewis K, (2011) 

 

 

Diagram Four – New Sony Strategic Process and its stages 

 

Financial Consideration from the author: 

“It is critical to point out that there are no significant costs for Sony with large restructures 
or lots of new human resources in order to meet the projected revenue increases of table 
five. I would be able to re-train key staff, develop teams, provide prolific leadership and 
offer solutions, ensure the best internal relationships are made across the divisions and 
deploy my designed commercial initiatives globally”.  

 

  

Step One: Set 
Creative Brand 

Strategy 

Step Two: 
Design 

Technology & 
Content 

Step Three: 
Produce/Test 
Technology & 

Content 

Step Four: 

High Sales, 
Implement, 

Deploy, Control 

Step Five: 
Global (CRM) 

Feedback, 
Research, 

Intelligence 
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Implementation and Controls Hierarchy (Stage by Stage Process) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 5 - Map of Implementation and Controls Hierarchy (Stage by Stage Process) 

Previously identified in Part Two, Perseverance (Internal) Sony Music’s strategic option 
number three - The above diagram is a visual map to demonstrate where and how to issue 
‘Creative Brand Strategies (CBS) and at what points through a specific project management 
process do Sony ensure that quality is driven and accounted for at key stages in order meet 
financial expectations and return very high, sales figures.  

Additional 
Segments 

CPD 
Division 

Sony Music 
CEO 

Sony Music 
MD 

 

Sony Music 
A&R 

 

Sony Pictures 
Creative 

Sony Pictures 
MD 

 

Sony Pictures 
CEO 

 

NPS 
Division 

Sony 
Finance 
Division 

Sony Corporation 
Board of 
Directors 

Step One -Set ‘Creative Brand Strategy’ 

Step Two - Concise Project Management 

Step Three - Sign off, Deliver to CPD/NPS 

Step Four – Implement/Integrate bespoke content 

Step Five - Management of global divisions 
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Understanding internally where Sony’s strengths and true opportunities lie will be core to 
the organisation in reaching and retaining the pole position of technology market leader 
effectively and efficiently. 

Senior management control mechanisms have a tri-functional role as they will:   

a) Respond to internal issues fast (Brand Strategy, Trend Analysis as issued by Product 
teams) or alert a support team, then implement market leading solutions 

b) Demonstrate excellence with key performance indicators to highlight to investors and 
stakeholders that Sony Corporation is well on track to return much higher profits through 
clarity and accountability 

c) Provide future the best quality ‘content’, communications and concepts/plans to fully 
support their own global division, Sony Pictures, Sony CPD & Sony NPS. 

Conclusions 

Convergence (C), Perseverance (P) and Revenues (R) is a heartbeat (CPR) document to 
create the most advanced integrated commercial initiative in order for Sony to return to be 
the reigning emperor.  This initiative will also ensure that from the new profits generated 
that a large proportion is re-invested back in Sony Corporation to create the best technology 
and content to mirror the organisations core competences 

President of Product will improve: 

 Sales Increase and Higher Market share 

 Integrating the global divisions to build relationships, support and design exclusive and non- 

exclusive content  

 Efficiency of Systems, Processes & Structures 

 Increase Profitability 

 Stronger scale ability 

 Value propositions to organisational products and services 

 Create future employee ‘Sony Experts’ to close competitor gaps 

 Create the most effective Sony family in the Corporation’s history  
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Appendix One (Excerpts from Article Making Music for a Global Audience) 

Four components to pop music markets are: 
 

Children 6yrs  - 13yrs Clubbers 13yrs – 18yrs & 18yrs – 35yrs 

Contemporary (Parental markets, mums & dads) Core Audience 18yrs – 25yrs 
   Table 6 – Previously shown on page 16: Four Components to Pop Music Markets; Tewis K, 2011) 
 

These four groups currently access new and existing music in five ways, online, mobile technology, 
TV, sharing (Social gatherings) and radio. Regardless of how much technology develops and shapes 
the purchase behaviour of a buying audience within the next 25 years, it is my belief that this 
audience will always be ‘sharing’ music in much the same fashion. 
 

) 
Diagram 1 Four components to pop music markets; Tewis K, 2011 – Production; Rhianna, only girl in the world 
 

 
 
 
Diagram 2 Timeline of Adoption of music to four component pop markets; Tewis K, 2011 – Production; Rhianna, only girl in the world 

 
Diagram 2 demonstrates the purchase/influence behaviour (timeline format) over the period of the 
first four weeks of single release. Highlighted with an effective rating (1-10) what each of the four 
music components market reaction would have been and shows justification as to why ‘Core’ and 
‘Contemporary’ markets are crucial to music sales and the timeline they take to adopt the product.  
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 Diagram 3 Four Components to Pop Music Markets; Tewis K, 2011 – Production; Adele – Someone like you 
 

 
Diagram 4 Timeline of Adoption of music to four component pop markets; Tewis K, 2011 – Production; Adele – Someone like you 
 
Diagrams 1 and 3 both demonstrate a very high rating in the ‘core audience’ and ‘contemporary 
markets’.  
 
These are in my opinion are where the key financial gains play a sustainable role for an integrated 
business model. Recordings that sell well in these identified areas have a higher chance of 
developing album sales if the single sells well.  This is because these customer bases have money to 
spend and are persuaded at an early stage through music platforms such as Itunes to preview similar 
for sale products.  
 
The two examples (diagram 1 and 2) also demonstrate that a successful ‘fit’ into multiple broadcast 
playlists allow for a longer product lifecycle and deeper market penetration by being relevantly 
promoted.   
 
Although the other two identified markets; ‘Children’ and ‘Clubbers’ are not as prevalent from 
Adele’s and Rhianna’s singles in comparison to the leading components these supporting markets 
should not be ignored as they can play a significant part in providing late majority/laggard sales. In 
the case of clubbers, good quality remixes productions made for a clubbing audience can provide 
excellent opportunities for sales and market growth. These remix productions feature in the dance 
music shows on broadcast playlists and can be introduced from the outset or programmed in at a 
later stage to provide music singles with further market penetration. 
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Appendix Two 

Attributes of a Sony Customer 
Typical Attributes – Informed, Technology Proficient, Educated, Usually 
Affluent, Appreciate Quality, Require Value Proposition, Appreciate Gaming, 
Enjoy keeping healthy, Strong understanding of western Music and Movies, 
Professional, Ambitious, Always on the move, Keen to see or try new products 
(Innovators)   

 

 

 

                                                                          

                                                    

 

Asia 

Europe 

USA 

Australasia 
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Appendix Three  

Why do consumers follow Brands? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix four - ‘joining up the dots’ – Global Implementation Plan for Technology and Content divisions 
 

PLAN – PHASE ONE TIMELINE  

 JAN 12 FEB 12 MAR 12 APR 12 MAY 12 JUNE 12 JULY 12 AUG 12 SEPT 12 OCT 12 NOV 12 DEC 12 

1) Obtain the global release 
schedules for Technical and 

Content Divisions: NPS, CPD, 
Gaming, Movie, Music, Blu Ray, 
Finance for new and modified 
products. Devise a suitable 

corporate framework and issue to 
all Sony divisions 

 

            

Globally agree co-ordinated launch 
dates and plans for 2012/3 in order 

to achieve full integration 

            

Issue Creative Brand Brief’s 
(Designed with Technology Teams) 
to build exclusive content to support 

multi-platform release schedules. 
 

Product placement: New 
technology featured in movies, in 

music, in blu-ray, online supported 
by specific music within films to 

enhance sales and mass marketing 
messages (territory specific) 

            

Pre-Production Meetings. First 
assessment of creative brand 

strategy and the set briefs and their 
relevance to commercial positioning 

 

            

Full Production, All key staff, A 
corporate sensor check analysing 

any market trends/changes, Ensure  
strategic plan is on point 

            

Post Production (Remixes, Recalls) 
and sign off by CEO’s of each 

content division 
(See Implementation p17) 
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PR, Launch Promotional Activity. 
Social Media, TV, Online, Editorial, 
Radio = Global blanket marketing 

messages (per territory) 

            

Release Date. Continued activity: 
(PR, Launch Promotional Activity. 
Social Media, TV, Online, Editorial, 

Radio) = = Global blanket 
marketing messages (per territory) 

            

PLAN – PHASE TWO JAN 12 FEB 12 MAR 12 APRIL 
12 

MAY 12 JUNE 12 JULY 12 AUG 12 SEPT 12 OCT 12 NOV 12 DEC 12 

Second stage :  
(Music - second single, album 

prep), (Mobile – new/modified app),  
(Movie, Online content/downloads) 
(Technology – Drive new software, 

hardware, accessories and 
exclusive content)  

            

PLAN – PHASE THREE JAN 12 FEB 12 MAR 12 APRIL 
12 

MAY 12 JUNE 12 JULY 12 AUG 12 SEPT 12 OCT 12 NOV 12 DEC 12 

Collect all competitive 
intelligence/trend analysis, market 

research, sales figures and prepare 
to start the second year planning 

lifecycle, Jan 1
st
 2013).  

 
Global meetings across divisions 

that can provide an assessment of 
what went well and what can be 

improved to keep finding the best 
solutions to achieve innovations, 

customer satisfaction and long term 
sustainable revenues streams 

            

Table 7 - ‘joining up the dots’ – Global Implementation Plan for Technology and Content divisions 

 

Report         Produced by Kevin Tewis DipM FCIM Chartered Marketer, February 2012 


